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One of the more interesting characters in my early ministry was a 

Polish roofer.  Ernie was a union man, usually working on large 

commercial buildings.  He was built like a fireplug, could probably 

bend iron rods with little effort, and had a “5 o’clock shadow”  by 

8am.  His fingers were permanently discolored by tar and he once 

fell 40 feet down an elevator shaft without being injured.   He was 

a Sunday regular,  always said “hello,” but never more than that.  

I quickly sensed he was not comfortable with me as his  pastor.  

Over the years he gradually was more approachable, but never 

very friendly.   There was never any overt hostility, but I was 

paranoid enough to assume he was watching and waiting for me 

to fail.   As time went on, I just quit worrying about whether he 

would run me out of town or not.  Whatever was the issue, it never 

surfaced.   One year he was elected Chairman of our Board of 

Elders so we had to work closely and deal with many issues 

concerning people and ministry.  After one long meeting he 

asked if he could have a word with me in private.  I wondered if it 

would be in a dark alley and whether I would ever see my wife 

and kids again!  So after everyone left, he said, “Pastor, before 

you even came here I had decided I didn’t like you.  You were 

too young, I knew you wouldn’t do a good job, and you went to 

the wrong Seminary.  Before I knew you I think I hated you. “  Then 

came the kicker, as he continued, “Now I need you to know that I 

love you like a son.”  He embraced me and said, “I am glad you 

are our pastor.”  I never found out all that was involved or what 

led up to this but I wasn’t going to risk losing such a moment.  To 

see this man, who was literally as tough as nails, being willing to 

confess his past (and his present unconditional support) was a 

moment like out of a movie.  Life is full of surprises. Sometimes we 

simply need to be patient, trust in God’s presence, and allow his 

Spirit to work little miracles like this.  If either of us had pushed too 

hard, early on, neither of us would found the peace that only 

Christ can bring.  Maybe this will help you remember or find similar 

moments in your journey.                  Blessings!  Pastor Seeber   
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Christmas and Epiphany 
 

In the first centuries of the Church, Easter was 

celebrated as the primary festival of 

Christianity.  Sunday is the “new Sabbath” as 

Sunday is the day Jesus rose from the dead.   

Christmas  is “bigger” in our culture, but that 

reality came about hundreds of years later.   
 

The birth (nativity) of our Savior gradually 

became an important celebration in the life 

of the Church.  After Emperor Constantine 

declared Christianity the “faith of the 

kingdom,” he celebrated Dec. 25th as the 

birth of Jesus.  He took a Roman festival 

(Saturnalia) which had celebrated a gradual 

ending of the darkness of winter, and instead 

made it a celebration of the true “Light of the 

World” -- Christmas (or the “Christ Mass.”)  
 

Christmas begins a 12 day cycle concluding 

on Epiphany (January 6.)  Sundays during this 

time are part of the Christmas season, and 

the altar color is White.   You might notice 

that our altar paraments for Christmas are 

different than the white of Easter.  
 

December 26 is a day in which much of the 

Church remembers St. Stephen, who was the 

first martyr of the early Christian Church  (see 

Acts 6:8-7:2.)  And remember Saul, who held 

the cloaks of those stoning Stephen, became 

Paul after his conversion.  When Dec. 26 is on 

a Sunday, the altar color would be red, which 

is the color associated with martyred saints.  
 

December 28 is the Festival of the Holy 

Innocents (Matt 2:13-18.)  When the Wise Men 

inquired of Herod where the new king was 

born, he became jealous.  He wound up 

murdering as many young boys under the 

age of two as he could, hopeful of erasing 

any threats to his throne.  During this time, 

Mary and Joseph fled to Egypt with Jesus.   

This is a difficult story to consider, and yet a 

reminder of the threat that Jesus is to those 

dependent on earthly power.  (Even today!)  

 

January 1 is  the day in which the Church has 

remembered the “naming” of Jesus.  In the 

Jewish tradition, it was on the eighth day that 

a son was circumcised (as a sign of the 

covenant) and named.  Mary and Joseph 

named their miracle baby, “Jesus.”  
 

Many of you have seen “Xmas” instead of 

Christmas (prompting calls to “keep Christ in 

Christmas.”)  But the first Greek letter of Christ 

is “chi” (which is written with an “X.)  “Mass” is 

the word for the worship service.  And so from 

the time of the middle ages the Church has 

used “Xmas” as a way of writing “Christ 

Mass” (or the day of worshipping the Christ.)  

So, if you know the Greek origin, Xmas DOES 

keep Christ in Christmas.  (Of greater concern 

is how WE keep Christ in Christmas through 

our own actions and beliefs.)  
 

The season of Christmas runs until January 6, 

which is called “Epiphany.” Epiphany means 

“revealed,” (as any “light” will do.)  Epiphany 

commemorates the visit of the wise men from 

the East to see the infant Jesus (Matthew 2:1-

12.)  This has traditionally been called the 

“Christmas of the Gentiles” and is celebrated 

in the Eastern Church as a greater day of 

celebration than Dec. 25, for on this Day 

Christ was revealed to the entire world!  In the 

early Church, Epiphany, Easter, and 

Pentecost were the major festivals!  
 

Epiphany uses green as its color, for life and 

growth and the spreading of the Gospel 

throughout the world.   Epiphany continues 

until just before Lent.  The Sunday of the 

Transfiguration concludes the Epiphany 

season.  Ash Wednesday and Lent follow 

during the next week.   Hope this helps!   
 

A blessed Christmas and Epiphany season to 

you and all whom you love!  And when the 

trees come down, keep the joy of this season 

as the reason for each and every day of your 

life.  What a gift has been given!  



 

COVID HAS CHANGED HOW WE DO MINISTRY!  

 

March 15, 2020 was (I believe) our last normal 

Sunday before COVID shut everything down. 

We were beginning Lent and hoped that by 

Easter, we would possibly be back together.  

Who could have imagined this year?  
 

As we have begun online devotions and 

worship on Facebook and YouTube, many 

are finding ways to be “together” even while 

we are apart.  It isn’t the same, of course, 

and yet the basics are the same.  
 

Our parking lot worship this summer was 

awesome, and we will likely add that to our 

repertoire next summer again.  Even if we are 

all vaccinated by then, it was a joy to see 

people in lawn chairs enjoying the outdoor 

setting even as we sang and prayed and 

celebrated our faith.  We never would have 

tried that were it not for COVID, and it was a 

wonderful blessing we will not forget.   
 

Weekly emails have helped us to reach out 

more regularly and keep everyone informed, 

must as the Facebook and YouTube efforts 

have done the same.  Even when we find our 

“new normal” these approaches will likely 

continue into the future. 
 

We will soon begin livestreaming worship as 

well, and that will continue to allow people 

who are confined at home, or away on a 

weekend to participate in worship.   So many 

of our classes and meetings have been 

conducted on ZOOM.  It is not the same, and 

yet it has allowed us to continue to meet and 

at least see each other.  
 

Aaron has developed new approaches to 

Sunday School and youth ministry and 

support for our families, and much of this will 

likely continue as part of the “new normal.”     
 

Pastor Couch has been making phone calls 

to all of our members to keep in touch and 

help us to learn what is going on in your lives 

that we otherwise might have missed.  This 

too has become a wonderful outreach that 

we will need to find a way to continue.  
 

There are many new efforts we never would 

have tried except for COVID.  But we have 

discovered many new ways to keep in touch 

and support our spiritual growth even when 

we are separated and apart.   
 

None of this will ever replace the face to face 

interaction so important for the life and health 

of any family.  This is what all of us miss the 

most!  Especially at the time of death, or 

when there is illness or crisis, the closeness and 

warmth of Christ’s love comes from face to 

face proximity and the loving touch of caring 

people.  We pray for the return of such gifts!  
 

The internet and electronic media are 

wonderful tools, but they can never replace 

the warmth of a hug, the joy a smile brings, or 

a quiet conversation  between people who 

care and just need to catch up.   
 

My prayer is that we will remember what we 

have been missing, and never take it for 

granted again.   As we wait for vaccinations 

to be available and hopefully an end to this 

pandemic, continue to pray for each other 

and for all who have struggled in different 

ways during this difficult time.   
 

You already have received information 

about the resumption of Holy Communion, 

and hopefully more of our programs will 

resume in the weeks and months to come.  

This will be a year of change but it will all be 

good, as God will bless as he always has!  
 

The ministry staff is overwhelmed by the 

support of our members.  Your prayers, notes 

of concern, your participation, and your 

financial support have helped keep our focus 

on ministry that is responsive to the times and 

your needs.  This has been a unique time, but 

never forget God’s blessing and guidance, as 

it is His time more than ours!   Peace to all!  
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CATECHISM REVIEW 10 Commandments  

 What Do They Mean?  PART 1  
  

“No other gods / no idols” means there is only 

ONE “GOD.”  We might take that for granted,  

but for much of world history (and even 

today) that was not clear and people 

worshipped trees, feared lightning, or looked  

to earthly powers and leaders for answers 

and daily needs.  Incantations and magic 

were used to attract multiple gods and 

goddesses or harnessing their power.  When 

we believe that ONE “God” is the creative 

power of all that is, and has revealed Himself 

in the life of Jesus and by his Holy Spirit, it 

changes how we live and how we 

understand the meaning and nature of  life.  

This is God’s world and it only makes sense to 

seek and live his plan.  Without this 

commandment there is no need for any 

others.  The remaining commands simply 

expand on what this means.  
 

“Don’t take God’s name in vain” means that 

God is holy (and beyond understanding!)  

When we name any object, feeling, or 

concept, we (in a real sense) control and 

define it.  This command reminds us that even 

the name of God is beyond understanding, 

comprehension and has one purpose alone, 

and that is to give praise and credit to the 

power of creation and love which has 

changed our lives.   To use the name of God 

is an act of faith and worship.  Any other use 

of that word is an act of disrespect.  To use 

God’s name is to pray or to praise — alone!   
 

“Remember the Sabbath” calls us to set aside 

time from our earthly pursuits to “rest with 

God.”   This is both a practical as well as 

theological action.  God’s “rest” on the 

“seventh day”  is the rationale for this and a 

good place to begin.  As God “paused” to 

reflect upon the plan and majesty of 

creation, we too are called to take time to sit 

back and marvel at God’s gifts, giving Him 

alone the glory!  This is not because God 

needs praise, but so that we remember we 

are not God.   Our efforts at creating 

(whether wealth, product, or emotion) is only 

“our effort” and falls short of the perfection 

which only God can attain.  Whether in 

formal worship with other Christians, or in 

other pauses of reflection, this helps us to 

keep priorities in place and keep God first.  
 

“Honor your father and your mother.”  This is 

both practical and theological.  There is order 

in creation, and a structure and plan from 

which that order springs.  Our parents are 

responsible for our lives. Through their love, 

creation happened, and then birth!  No 

parent is perfect, but the structure of family 

can be a beautiful illustration of the family of 

heavenly Father and earthly children.  Today 

many are concerned about God as Father or 

Mother, and male or female, while in 

actuality God is none of the above.  God is 

beyond any earthly description or 

understanding, but the gift of family that 

began with the first parents is the culmination 

of God’s creative act; and the beginning of 

the next generation of children of God.  
 

Luther and others used this command to instill 

respect in all who are “in authority” over us, 

but sometimes that misses the point of the 

heavenly nature of the gift and structure of 

family.  The focus on “authority” rather than 

on God’s plan and His ultimate responsibility 

for the gift and purpose of creation can 

shortchange the simple beauty of this 

command.  This is all about love for those who 

have given us life … and ultimately for God 

who alone is the creator and author of all.  
 

That gets us about half way through these 

commandments.  And while each command 

has specific language and focus, all have the 

same basis which is that “God is God and we 

are not.”  The way we respond to God’s love 

in each and every moment of our lives is an 

act of faithfulness and worship and either 

gives God glory or fails to understand the true 

nature and gift of life itself.  We are called to 

love God through how we live.          -tws 
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 Worship Helps.   

This month:  HYMNALS AND LITURGY 
 

"Liturgy" means the "work of the people."  The 

hymnal is our handbook and prayer book 

that helps us with that joyful task.  From the 

earliest days when the Church (Christ’s body 

on earth) gathered together it was for ALL to 

participate, not to just sit and be entertained.  

Worship is not like going to a movie, but a 

chance for all to be involved in receiving and 

sharing the gifts of faith, even as we give 

thanks to God for all the gifts He shares first.  

Lutheran worship has always been “liturgical,” 

meaning we follow patterns and routines in 

our response.  These patterns existed from the 

earliest days of he Church. Styles and 

furnishings have changed (like when Latin 

gave way to English and chairs and table in  

a house church gave way to altars and pews 

in cathedrals.)  Today musical styles change, 

and TV monitors can replace hymnals, but 

the work we do remains consistent:  prayers, 

absolution, scripture, hymns, and celebrating 

Baptism and Holy Communion.   
 

When we gather at Zion, we are symbolically 

gathering with the ONE Church in heaven 

and on earth.  Each time we hear the word of 

forgiveness,  read scripture, sing hymns, pray, 

confess our creed, or celebrate Communion 

we are ONE with other Christians who are all 

doing the same thing at the same time! In 

worship, heaven and earth  and the Body  of 

Christ is  truly ONE,  Rather than a burden or 

obligation, what a joyful gift that we are 

blessed to participate in over and over again!    
 

Every congregation struggles today with 

musical styles, instrumentation, when to stand 

or sit, what songs get sung, whether to read 

from a hymnal or a TV monitor, and how 

sermons or Bible lessons are shared.  But the 

core and purpose of our work remains the 

same.  Our liturgical framework gives us a 

pattern of seasons, a progression of readings, 

and the context of the Church Year to assist 

in our worship so over the course of each 

year we celebrate: the life of Christ, the life of 

the Church, and the relevance of such gifts 

to our own lives of faith. There are a variety of 

Lutheran hymnals in use, but the version is not 

as important as the purpose served. The 

hymnal gives a form to our worship, and acts 

as a devotional resource that can be used at 

home or throughout the week.  All of the 

readings, hymns, and seasons of the year are 

included, and this is a wonderful gift each 

family might consider using more often at 

home.  Each hymn is a prayer.  The lessons 

carry us through the year.  The liturgies are 

diverse and can be adapted for personal, 

devotional use.  Many congregations are 

seeking new ways to utilize additional hymns 

and liturgies and change the settings and 

instrumentation for familiar hymns.  The goal 

for all is to use hymns and liturgy that support 

the texts for the season, and for each 

congregation to find ways to involve all of its 

members in thoughtful worship.  
 

For Parents with Young Children  

Books without pictures are difficult and 

worship services can seem pretty long for 

children.  But as they begin to learn to follow 

along in a hymn … or hear the familiar words 

of the Lord’s Prayer or the Kyrie (Lord have 

mercy) from week to week, gradually they 

are beginning to participate in the same 

warmth and joy that we share.  As they get 

older, explaining what each section of the 

liturgy means (confession, absolution, the 

creed) helps them begin to grow in their own 

understanding of why we do what we do.  As 

they receive a blessing during communion, or 

have their own activity bag in the pew to use 

while Mom and Dad are using the hymnal 

includes them as well.  I guess most of all, 

what helps children with liturgy and hymnals is 

watching Mom and Dad and how they 

participate, and turn pages, and just share 

their faith by taking the time to bring their 

children along with them.  Along the way, 

we’ll offer a lot of help … but your children's 

understanding of worship begins with you.   

Please let us know how we can help best!  
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Book Review: “Jayber Crow.” Wendell Berry. 

Counterpoint. 2000. 
 

This is a great book, in the style of Marilynne 

Robinson’s book “Gilead.” It is easy to read 

and full of memorable passages that will 

make you stop and think.  Wendell Berry is an 

advocate for a more responsible care and 

concern for the land, as well as the priorities 

and customs of a much slower and more 

deliberate time in our history.  
 

Jayber Crow is set in the fictional town of Port 

William, Kentucky; the setting for many of his 

stories and novels.  Written around the events 

of the early 20th century, he deals with the 

changes from a rural to the faster paced 

urban society most of us are used to today.  

Jayber Crow was an orphan, who became 

the bachelor town barber of this little 

community on the banks of a big river.   
 

The following excerpt will tell you much about 

his style of writing:  “The river moved me 

strangely, and I loved it from the day I first laid 

eyes on it.  The river was a barrier and yet a 

connection… I felt a long time before I knew, 

that the river had shaped the land.  The 

whole country leaned toward the river.  All 

the streams flowed to it.  It flowed by, and yet 

it stayed.  It brought things and carried them 

away.  I did not know where it flowed from or 

to, but I knew that it flowed a great distance 

through the opening it had made.  The 

current told me that.   [p. 18] 
 

Jayber Crow was an orphan, raised by an 

uncle and aunt.  When they died he was sent 

to an orphanage.  He started to become a 

minister, but realized he didn’t fit, and 

gradually found his way back home, during a 

great flood.  This is a book about faith in the 

resilience of hard working people, and of a 

time when “community” was more of a given 

than it often is today.  Much discussion is 

given to the role of God in people’s lives and 

the value and meaning of faith.  However, 

this is not an overtly religious book. In the 

midst of his exodus and journey to his original 

home, wrestling in the midst of a flood, Jayber 

searches for meaning in this selection:  

 

“I knew that the Spirit that had gone forth to 

shape the world and make it live was still alive 

in it.  I just had no doubt.  I could see that I 

lived in the created world, and it was still 

being created.  I would be part of it forever.  

There was no escape.  The Spirit that made it 

was in it, shaping and reshaping it. Sometimes 

lying at rest, sometimes standing up and 

shaking itself, like a muddy horse and letting 

the pieces fly. I had almost no sooner broke 

my leash than I had hit the wall. “[83] 
 

As the town barber, he is the sounding board 

for every opinion, and his one chair barber 

shop is the center for all the men of Port 

William to gather and chat.  He hears and 

sees more than most, due to his situation, and 

much of the book involves his wrestling with 

the changes in the lives of the people and 

community in which he lives.  For over thirty 

years he barbered and watched the decline 

of a small town that has so pervaded the 20th 

century of this nation.  An example follows:  
 

“I think of the old slavery and of the way The 

Economy has now improved upon it.  The 

new slavery has improved upon the old by 

giving the new slaves the illusion that they are 

free.  The Economy does not take people’s 

freedom by force, which would be against its 

principles, for it is very humane.  It buys their 

freedom, pays for it, and then persuades its 

money back again with shoddy goods and 

the promise of freedom.  “Buy a car,” it says, 

“and be free.  Buy a boat and be free.  Buy a 

beer and be free.”  Is this not the raw material 

of bad dreams?  Or is it maybe the very 

nightmare itself? [332] 
 

This is a wonderful read, especially if you take 

time outs during the reading and think more 

deeply about his observations and his 

concerns.        

  Pastor Seeber  
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Campus Ministry  
 

DECEMBER 2020: 

 

Now that the Fall semester is over, I’m looking 
ahead to the Spring Semester 2021 and beyond.  I’m 
excited and hopeful that the vaccines are providing 
light at the end of the tunnel and that at some point 
in 2021, we will be able to safely gather together in 
person for events. More than likely, that will not 
happen during the Spring Semester, which runs 
from January-April, so I am planning on continuing 
virtual Bible studies and small group gatherings.  I 
also am trying to anticipate needs and possibilities 
when the new academic year begins in September 
2021. 

As far as the upcoming Spring Semester 2021, we 
will continue one mid-week Bible study opportunity, 
as well as our men’s support group meeting one 
evening a week.  As a reminder, the men’s support 
group are the young men who took part in the 10 
week Conquer Series and the 6 month Living Free 
series for men struggling with addiction issues.  One 
of the hopes of this new ministry was to provide 
healing and help for college age men struggling with 
addiction and that the ministry would expand 
incrementally.  I’m excited that we will be starting 
another 10 week Conquer series beginning in 
January 2021 for other young men who are seeking 
healing and help. 

One of the frustrations that young men and women 
have about organized religion and the Church is that 
we don’t address current issues.  One of the current 
issues that is important to many college age 
students and young adults is pursuing racial equality 
and speaking out against inequality.   Our panel 
discussion in late October using the Parable of the 
Good Samaritan to address those issues was very 
well received by both WMU students and faculty.   

We are in the planning stages for the next panel 
discussion event, which will include a diverse mix of 
both Black and White pastors and WMU students.  
We are looking at sometime in late January-early 
February 2021.  Our hope is that it will coincide with 
MLK week.   

Since group gatherings on campus are limited and 
the weather has turned cold, rather than holding 
our Sunday service indoors at Solid Grounds, we will 
be attending the 10:30AM service at Zion.  We were 
averaging between 6-8 students at our outdoor 
service in the Fall semester. 

Looking ahead to some possibilities for the Fall 
Semester 2021, I am going to talk with some of our 
music majors and some WMU music faculty to 
explore the possibility of having some type of 
“classic” worship experience in the music building 
using music majors as our musicians and seeing 
what type of worship experience might be most 
meaningful for students in the music program. 

I also anticipate that due to the fallout from COVID, 
there will be many people in our community that 
will be hurting and suffering due to loss of 
employment and inability to pay rent, as well as 
other losses.  I believe that reaching out to the 
community to address those needs is something 
that both WMU students and members of Zion 
could do together. 

God’s peace and blessings! 

Pastor Mark 
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Calendar 

Sadly, we are not at a point where in person 
Sunday School can happen yet. Another packet 
will be dropped off at your house. If you haven’t 

been getting one, please let the office know! 

 

If you are comfortable with in-person events and 
with teaching, let Aaron know! We might have a 
cycle of teachers for possible February in person 

Goodbye  2020 

2020 is over! What a year we endured! Think about this time 

last year...and think about all the changes you made...no 

one could have known what to expect last year. We 

struggled through many changes. We adapted through 

many curveballs. We’ve even begun new routines and new 

ways of “living.” 

I don’t know if life will ever return to what is was a year ago, 

but part of me doesn’t want it to. Think about the good 

things that have emerged from our year of 

quarantine...faith conversations, storytelling, quality time 

together! If we do return to a “normal” schedule, I hope 

those things don’t disappear. Rather, I hope they become 

part of that new routine. I’ve realized they are SO important 

and I hope you have too! Sure, it may be difficult and 

challenging—but so is life without them.  

1. What are those positive things from 2020 for you? 

2. How might you incorporate those positive things from 

2020? 
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Youth News 

High School: 

Bible Study 

Sunday nights at 6pm! We will 

NOT meet January 3. Socially 

distanced and masked, in     

person starting January 10th! 

 

Middle School Youth: 

Confirmation Classes 

Class will remain virtual for the 

month of January. We start     

already on the 6th and meet 

every week at 6:30pm!  

 

All Youth: 

Your 12 Days of Christmas 

activities continue until January 

6th! If you haven’t started yet, it’s 

not too late to jump in! Watch 

for email updates regarding 

possible service or  social events!  

Echoes 

 God IS at work through people in our 

congregation...here is their story: 

2020 was a rough year. Everyone was 

forced to make changes they probably 

wouldn’t have chosen to make. BUT 

God works even through these times. 

Families had the opportunities to have 

natural conversations about faith. They 

were able to film videos and the     

Christmas Program (all still available on 

YouTube). We have over 160 devotions 

from Pastor Tim and myself (all still 

available on YouTube). We have about 

45 worship services (all still available on 

YouTube). Sunday School videos are 

unlisted but kids have been able to learn 

about the faith through them. Classes, 

small groups, and Bible studies have met 

virtually through Zoom and other      

platforms. Members and friends all over 

the country are being reached every day 

with the Gospel. Sure, 2020 may have 

been just terrible...but GOD IS STILL 

AT WORK! I’d even venture to say 

2020 was a year where his work was even 

more apparent and recognizable. But as 

2021 begins let’s be even more ready to 

recognize His hand in our lives and in 

the lives of those around us. Here’s to 

2021 and seeing God AT work! 



 

Distribution of COVID Vaccine 

Kalamazoo County Health & Community 
Services Department is following the COVID-19 
Vaccination Prioritization Guidance as outlined 
by MDHHS and recommended by the CDC and 
ACIP. 

Kalamazoo County expects the vaccine to arrive 
the week of December 14, 2020. Vaccination, 
per the recommended phases listed below, will 
begin shortly thereafter. 

 Phase 1A: includes paid and unpaid 
persons serving in health care settings who 
have direct or indirect exposure to patients 
or infectious materials and are unable to 
work from home, as well as residents of long
-term care facilities. 

 Phase 1B: includes some workers in 
essential and critical industries, including 
workers with unique skill sets such as non-
hospital or non-public health laboratories and 
mortuary services.  

 Phase 1C: includes people at high risk for 
severe COVID-19 illness due to underlying 
medical conditions, and people 65 years and 
older. 

 Phase 2: all other adults 
It is important to note that vaccination in one 
phase may not be complete before 
vaccination in another phase begins. 
Vaccination in these phases will likely 
overlap. The timing of the start of vaccination in 
a phase is dependent on guidance from CDC 
and ACIP, the supply of vaccine from the 
manufacturer, how vaccine is allocated from the 
federal level to Michigan and the capacity to 
administer the vaccine to populations. 

Cost will not be an obstacle to getting 

vaccinated against COVID-19; it will be free. 
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Wedding 

Donya Dobbin / Joe Mosher      12/05/20 

 
Deaths 

Carlton Kasdorf                             12/07/20 1/2 Anna Griesbach 

1/3 David Bierlein 

1/5 Lindsey Heineman, Ashlynnn Leitz 

1/6 Jeanette Meyer, Andrew Wilkins 

1/8 Betty Markwart, Daniel Meimers,   

 Ross Nelson, Todd Nuyen, Richard 

 Rakow,  Judith Sepanik 

1/9 Audrey Dorman, Sadie Kamphuis  

1/10 Sharon Shocksnyder 

1/11 Nicole Klein, Ila Pioch,                          

 Linda Rosenthal 

1/12 Sharon Hughes, Bob Nutsch 

1/13 Zander Woodhams 

1/14 Laurel Miner, Joey Proos 

1/15 Toni Dembski-Brandl, Todd Ream, 

 Susie Schierbeek,  

1/16 Lisa Klein 

1/18 Megan Doorlag 

1/19 Adam Hendricks, Christopher 

 McGill, Sullivan Miller, Alexander 

 Perry 

1/20 Pamela Blochard, Al Doorlag, 

 Rosalind Proos 

1/21 Owen Adams, Cameron Hay, 

 Dolores Rink 

1/22 Rita Linnenkugel 

1/23 James Morgan, Mark Skuratowicz 

1/24 James Koning 

1/25 Phoebe Miedema, Carol       

 O’Connor 

1/26 Laurel Adams, Emma Dorman, 

 Charley Emig, Christine Folck,   

 Adeline Powell 

1/27 Elijah Field 

1/29 Dan Curtiss, Claire Kiessling,  

 Kelsey Klug, Nathan Matheny, 

 Noralyn Pridgeon 

1/30 Amy Eastman, John Griesbach, 

 Adalee Wilkins 

1/31 Tyler Bowers, Dominic Licavoli,    

 Grace Stiegemeyer 

https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7-406-98178_103214---,00.html
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7-406-98178_103214---,00.html


 



 
Financial Report for November 2020 

        

ZION:  November Giving was under budget by $16,382. Expenses were under budget by $3,686.  
November ended with a Net Loss of $11,677.  YTD Net Income Loss was $5,419, over budget by $2,084. 

         
FRIENDS OF JESUS PRESCHOOL:  Income was under budget by $10,834.  Expenses were under budget  
by $12,721.  November Net Gain was $193. YTD Net Income Gain was $1,207, under budget by 
$2,226.  

        

Solid Grounds:  Income was under budget by $2,286.  Expenses were under budget by $315.  

November Net Loss was $3,380. YTD Net Income Loss was $5,481, under budget by $3,172.  
        
                      Current Month                        Year-To-Date 
ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH Budget Actual Over/Under   Budget Actual Over/Under 

INCOME        
Zion Giving & Misc. 62,625 46,243 -16,382   344,750 291,466 -53,284 

        

EXPENSES        

Zion Staff Support 28,073 33,031 4,958  169,265 174,152 4,887 
Office Operations 1,435 2,110 675  8,810 7,092 -1,718 
Church Property 10,373 8,138 -2,235  47,179 33,492 -13,687 
Education Ministry 1,335 781 -554  5,390 3,078 -2,312 
Evangelism/Missions 0 0 0  300 0 -300 
Worship Ministry 400 300 -100  3,175 2,793 -382 
Other Ministries 175 256 81  1,550 858 -692 
Music Ministry 2,825 2,250 -575  13,825 7,250 -6,575 
Finance Ministry 10,340 6,367 -3,973  62,041 38,221 -23,820 
Zion Haus Ministry 400 75 -325  2,400 1,458 -942 
Missions - General 6,250 4,612 -1,638  34,150 28,491 -5,659 

Total Expenses 61,606 57,920 3,686  348,085 296,885 -51,200 

INCOME LESS EXPENSES 1,019 
-

11,677 12,696  -3,335 -5,419 -2,084 

        
FRIENDS OF JESUS PRESCHOOL             

INCOME        

FOJ Income 11,243 409 -10,834  57,792 5,885 -51,907 
        

FOJ Staff Support 11,517 0 -11,517  44,249 3,737 -40,512 
FOJ Operations Expenses 1,420 216 -1,204  10,110 941 -9,169 

INCOME LESS EXPENSES -1,694 193 1,887  3,433 1,207 -2,226 

        
SOLID GROUND               

Solid Ground Income 8,783 6,497 -2,286  48,007 49,865 1,858 
Solid Ground Expenses 10,192 9,877 315  56,660 55,346 1,314 

INCOME LESS EXPENSES -1,409 -3,380 -1,971  -8,653 -5,481 3,172 

        
BALANCE SHEET 6/1/2020   11/30/2020   YTD  Change   

ASSETS        

Cash 78,336  105,645  27,309   

Investments 137,222  137,799  577   

Other Assets 10,944  5,627  -5,317   

TOTAL 226,502  249,071  22,569   

LIABILITIES        

Payroll 5,829  5,261  -568   

Dedicated Funds 87,136  114,485  27,349   

Unrestricted Funds 133,537  129,325  -4,212   

TOTAL 226,502  249,071  22,569   

        

MORTGAGE LOAN BALANCE $761,189       
        

Dedicated Accounts with Balances over $3,000      

Youth Ministry $9,422  
FOJ Estate 
Gift $3,799   

New Staff $50,000  
FOJ Fund-
raising $11,685   

 Ins. Claim Water Damage $27,824       
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